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The experience acquired from the exploitation has shown that problems in the work of oscillatory
platforms appear after heavy rains, i.e. when the soil moisture (w) is greatly increased. Then the effect
of transportation and sieving is the weakest, due to sticking moist earth for grille of the platform.
Therefore, the main aim of this article was to create a complex theoretical and practical
mathematical model of the processes mentioned above, in order to test how the platform works in
extreme working conditions after abundant and prolonged rains. Therefore, complete research is
divided into two characteristic phases: theoretical phase and experimental phase. In the theoretical
research phase, dynamic modeling of the process of sieving of extremely wet earth mass was
performed using the transmissional function analysis method and the method of Laplace transforms
[1]. The Novelty in the theoretical model given by Equation 3 is that the existing model for sieving dry
earth mass [2] has been improved by introducing delay coefficient K =0...1. In the experimental
research phase, the original mathematical model was created using the multi-factor experiment plan
method which will be shown, while the analysis of the experimental parameters was performed in
three characteristic steps: regression analysis- dispersion analysis- decoding mathematical model [3].
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1- Introduction
Separation (segmentation) is a physical or chemical process in which some less important components (called
"tailings") are removed, while the material itself is enriched with more valuable ingredients in order to be efficiently
used both in technical and economical terms. Separation process individual component ingredients always precede the
processes of breaking and grinding of solid mass [4] which are usually performed on machines called crusher (coarse
and medium shredding) and mills (for fine shredding). At the same degree of fragmentation is the relationship between
grain size after crushing and its size before crushing.
However, recently it was discovered that the process of breaking up and separating solid mass, besides the already
mentioned methods, can also be performed on a very successful and rational manner by using special vibrating
oscillatory transportation platform [5, 6]. Since the beginning of the sixties the last century, great number of authors
in the world dealt with the specific problems of increasing the working abilities of platforms, mainly intended for finegrained and dry materials. Their physical models had their developmental-dialectical trend starting from the simplest
with one or two masses interconnected by elastic connections, to the most complex models which have been subjected
to optimization of the most influential operating parameters. However, all mentioned models relate mainly to the
transport of dry, mostly earthen mass and the same were a good starting point for creation the experimental model of
the process of sieving of wet earth mass by means of oscillatory transporting platform, which is created by the authors
of this article according to the methodology shown in Figure 3.
*
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Stylized scheme of oscillatory transporting platform with characteristic geometric angles is shown in Figure 1,
stylized schematic shew of the wet earth mass separation process is given in Figure 2, while methodology [7-11] for
realization the experiments by the authors in order to obtain an adequate experimental model [3] is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Stylized scheme of oscillatory transporting platform (1-platform; 2-suspension; 3-excenter; 4-driving lever; Аamplitude of oscillation of the platform (radius of the excenter); -phase of platform oscillation; , ,  - influential angles of the
platform; А, B, C, D-supporting points of the platform).

Figure 2. Schematic shew of the process of separation of wet earth mass by using oscillatory transporting platform.

Figure 3. Methodology of realization of experiments.
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It is normal that the operation of the platform is influenced by many different factors, and considering that this is a
relatively new and unknown issue, it is necessary to carry out extensive theoretical and practical research in order to
obtain relevant results necessary for a complete understanding of the process mentioned above. The aim, as always
in similar situations, the data obtained and conclusions drawn to be further take advantage for the design, construction
and operation of real mechanical and technological systems, in which as well as the working elements are built-in the
same or similar type of oscillatory platform.
In order to be able to analyze the operation of the oscillatory transporting platform, it is necessary to know the
following parameters [13]:
𝑄1 (𝑚3 /𝑠)- amount of delivered wet earth mass on the platform (power platform);
𝑄2 (𝑚3 /𝑠)- amount of sieved wet earth mass through the grid of the platform;
𝑃(m2)- the total area of the grid platform through which is performed the wet sieving land mass, where is:
n

n

n

i 1

i 1

i 1

P  P1  P2  ...  Pn   Pi   (l  d )   (n  Pi )

(1)

𝑃𝑖 (m2)- elementary surface of a (i-th) field of grid of platform through which is carried out the sieving of wet earth
mass (Figure 2а);
𝑙 (𝑚)- longitude of grid platform through which is carried out the sieving of wet earth mass (Figure 2а);
𝑑 (𝑚)- size of the hole (perforation) on the grid of the platform (Figure 2а);
𝑛- the total number of elementary fields on a grid of the platform (Figure 2а).
If on the grate of the platform arrives dry and friable earth masses (the optimal conditions for the transport
and separation of a solid mass), then the effect of separation and sieving is the maximal and the fineness coefficient of
separation is close to one ( 1, i.e. Q1Q2). Mass sieving begins practically at the same moment when the solid mass
delivered the grid of the platform (no "delay" time).
However, if on the grid of the platform arrives wet and plastic earth mass (the most unfavorable conditions
for transport and separation of solid mass), the fineness coefficient of separation rapidly decreases and in extreme
cases tends to zero (0), which can cause a complete loss of a working effect of platform machines. Then we can
define a new parameter that expresses the amount of non-sieved wet earth mass Q (m3/s), which is:

Q*  Q1  Q2

(2)

Here is particularly important to note that the sieving of wet land mass will not start immediately when it is
received on the grid of the platform, but after a certain time t, which is called a delay time of the output parameter (Q2)
relative to the input parameter (Q1).
The reason for this delay is the sticking of wet land mass on grid of the platform, due to the strong cohesion and
adhesion forces that contribute to the country between the particles and the lattice, creates a specific physico-chemical
compound which is difficult to disassemble. As a measure of stickiness is used time delay , that in mathematical model
conditionally can be understood as value which would be analogous to a kind of "stickiness coefficient" which could be
expressed the intensity of said stickiness. Then there is a basic rule that the intensity of stickiness higher if the delay
time longer.
In Mihajlović (2014) [1] study the mathematical model of the process of separating the wet earth mass in function
of time by means of oscillatory transporting platform was presented and given by the differential Equation 3.
TV

dy(t )
 (1  K ) y (t )  K P  x(t   )
dt

(3)

The individual sizes in Equation 3 have the following meanings:
T V – temporal (inertial) constant of the system E-P-WP (environment-platform-working parameters);
K =0...1 – delay coefficient of the sieving earth mass relative to earth mass which is arrived on the platform;
KP – coefficient (factor) amplification of the system E-P-WP;

 – time delay of the output-response signal of the system E-P-WP with respect to the input-excitation signal.
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2- Necessary Conditions for Stability of the Oscillatory Transporting Platform during the
Sieving Wet Earth Mass
Due to the effects of different disturbance factors in the environment (disturbance forces and moments, the
unfavorable composition of the soil, high humidity, etc.) resulting difference between the input size, i.e. amount of
delivered wet earth mass on the platform (Q1) and output size, i.e. the actual amount of sieved wet earth mass through
the grid of the platform (Q2). The resulting difference is necessary to adjust in some way.
It is particularly important to point out the fact that response time of the platform top which characterizes the speed
of calming disturbed motion (duration of the transient process) does not depend on the type of disorder, but only from
the design parameters of the platform. Depending on the duration of the easing "calming" platform upon any intentionally
or accidentally induced disorders, in practice, there are two typical cases:
 I case: if it is top trp  correction by the open system;
 II case: if it is top trp  correction by the closed-loop feedback;
trp – reaction time of platform (minimum time required to change the mode platform, by changing one or more
operating parameters).
In the first case, if the response time platform top is very lengthy (slowly calming the after the disturbance) and if
the too long since the reaction platform trp, platform cannot receive the signal output size, but it will perform control
operations on a predetermined program. This would be a correction by the open system, where a correction may itself
represent a new disorder, which is screening moist soil even more difficult (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Structure scheme of an open system E-P-WP (environment-platform-working parameters).

Tags in Figure 4 have the following meanings:
x(t) – input values, which replaces the effect of environment on the observed system E-P-WP (independent variable
sizes);
y(t) – output value, which replaces the effect of the system on the environment (depending on variable size);
K – transformation operator, which are contained in all the elementary operations (K1, K2, ... , Kn) which
performed upon the input size x(t) to obtain the output value y(t).

Figure 5. Structure scheme of a closed system E-P-WP (environment-platform-working parameters).

In another case, if the response time of the platform top is relatively short (quickly calming the after the disturbance)
and if the same shorter than the platform reaction time trp, then, through a feedback signal can be transmitted output
file to management system of the platform platform, to regime change its work sifting moist earth again closer to the
desired (predetermined) value. This would be a typical correction by closed-loop feedback (Figure 5).
Stated above we can conclude the following [3]:
 In all types of disability (either from the environment or due to the reaction of the platform) is necessary to work the
platform as quickly as possible calms and tends to a steady operating mode;
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 It is preferred that the response time of the platform and also the reaction time of the platform to be as low as
possible (the shortest length), in order to achieve greater safety and reliability in operation, i.e. that the platform
can in real time monitored all new circumstances;
 It is necessary, after calming down and after the completion of transition process, the platform be at operating mode
that is as close as possible the desired operating mode sifting wet land mass.
Only after the fulfillment of all three of these requirements can be said to be the work of oscillatory transport
platform develop as expected, and that the choice of operating parameters such that it creates a stable work platform
from the aspect of separation and sieving of wet land mass.

3- Response, Transmissional Function and "PN-diagram" of Oscillatory Transporting Platform
during the Sieving of Wet Earth Mass
The general solution in the function of the time of the differential Equation 3 is obtained as the sum of the
corresponding homogeneous and particular solution and the same is the response of the oscillatory transport platform
to deliberately or inadvertently caused disorder:
 K 1 

t
TV 

K P  x0 (t   )
(4)
1  K
The graphical interpretation of Equation 4 is given in Figure 6. From the figure it is noticed that output signal y(t)
starts to be generated only after a certain time , which represents the time of its delay in relation to the input signal.
Therefore, for the studied E-P-WP system, it can be said that it behaves as a typical aperiodic element first-order with
delay, whose characteristics and dynamic behavior are well-known from the theory of linear systems [13].
y (t )  Ae 



It is believed that the transition process is completed when the function of the transitional characteristic h(t) reaches
value h(t)=y(t)0.95KPx0 (which is approximately t  3TV), because then establishes a new equilibrium of the system
E-P-WP [14].

Figure 6. The response of oscillatory transporting platform during the sieving of wet earth mass due to disorder that is
caused by jumping causal function ( - the delay time of the output signal relative to the input signal; tpp - length of the
transition process; top - response time of the platform).

Transmissional function of the system E-P-WP get such a whatever perform Laplace transformation the left and
right sides of the Equation 3 which is a mathematical model of the studied system:
 dy(t )

L TV
 (1  K ) y (t )  LK P  x(t   ) 
dt



whence arises:

G( p) 

KP
e p
TV  p  1  K

(5)

е -  р – a delay operator the output signal relative to the input signal (due to the sticking of wet earth mass for grid
platforms).
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When the numerator in Equation 5 is equal to zero, it is obtained:

G( p)  0, for K P  e p  0  K P  0  e p  0
In this case, the points zi (i=1, 2, ... , n) in which transmissional function G(p) takes the value of zero represent zero
of transmissional function. However, because they are both amplification coefficient of the system KP and operator of
delay е-р always different from zero, comes to the conclusion that can never be filled condition G(p)=0, which means
that transmissional function of the system E-P-WP no zero in the plane of complex variable p=c+j.
When the denominator in Equation 5 is equal to zero and solve by "p", it is obtained:

TV  p  1  K  0
p

K  1
TV

(6)

In this case, is valid already rendered statement that the case K=1, p=0, is mathematically possible but not
physically, and it will not be considered for reason already explained [3].
Operator of delay that exists in Equation 5 in the case of the analyzed system E-P-WP has the following values:

e

p

e

 K 1 
   
 TV 

e

 1 K

 TV





(7)

Zeros and poles of the transmissional function G(p) can be displayed graphically on the same chart (Figure 7) in the
plane of the complex variable p=c+j , thus is obtained the pole-zero diagram which gives a good overview and it
allows much easier analysis for studying the dynamic behavior of each individual system.

Figure 7. PN-diagram of oscillatory transporting platform during the sieving of wet earth mass.

4- Frequency Response, Amplitude-phase-frequency Characteristic and Polar Diagram of
Oscillatory Transporting Platform during the Sieving of Wet Earth Mass
If from domain of a complex variable p=c+j  we move into the domain of complex frequency p=j  (by putting
the с=0), based on Equations 5 and 7 we come to features frequencies G(j) which thus represents transmissional
function of the observed system on the harmonic (sinusoidal) excitation:
G ( j ) 

 1 K 

TV 


KP
e
TV  j  1  K

(8)

The corresponding absolute value of frequency characteristic shown in Equation 9 represents amplitudefrequency characteristic, i.e. amplification factor of the system E-P-WP.
G( ј )  М ( ) 

KP  e

 1 K

 TV





(9)

(1  K ) 2  TV2   2

Phase-frequency characteristic shown in Equation 10 also be determined based on the frequency characteristics
G(j), as the corresponding ratio of its imaginary and real part and the same represents delay characteristic of the
output harmonic signal with regard to the harmonic input signal of the system E-P-WP.
tg 

I m G ( j )
Т 
 V
Re G ( j )
1  K





TV  
1
 K


  arctg 





(10)

Results of complete analysis of the E-P-WP system using the frequency response method can be graphically
displayed using polar diagram of the frequency characteristic, which is in literature also known under the name
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amplitude-phase-frequency characteristic of the system (Figure 8). For easier and simpler construction of this diagram
for characteristic excitation frequency  listed in the Table 1, the following assumptions have been introduced [3]:
top=3TV - response time of the platform (including time of delay t);

 = T V - delay time is equal to the temporal (inertial) constant of the system;
K=0.5 - delay coefficient sifted earth relative to delivered earth (the same in reality is in a range K=0 ... 1);
 1 K  


TV 

e

(11)

 e1 K  e1 0.5  1.65 - operator delay of the system E-P-WP

Table 1. Amplitude-phase-frequency characteristics of the systems E-P-WP for different values of the excitation frequency .
𝑰𝒎 [𝑮(𝒋𝝎)]
𝑹𝒆 [𝑮(𝒋𝝎)]
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Figure 8. Polar diagram of the frequency characteristic G(j) of oscillatory transporting platform during the sieving
of wet earth mass.

5- Stability and Manageableness of Oscillatory Transporting Platform during the Sieving of
Wet Earth Mass
Under the general stability of the mechanical system is considered to be its ability to, after the cessation of any disorder,
reoccupy its reference, i.e. desired position (definition according to Lyapunov). This means that: if the platform kicked
out of its stable-reference position by means of any outside or any internal disorder and if the same upon the cessation
of these disorders quickly "returns" to the reference position, its work is THE STABLE [2]. Otherwise, if the difference
between the parameters Q1 and Q2 becomes bigger and bigger and after cessation of disturbance, then the work of platform
is UNSTABLE, because of large deviation from the desired i.e. expected differences between delevered and sifted
quantity of wet land mass.
In addition to the previous general definition of stability, it is possible to define the stability of control of platform's
operation (so-called manageableness of platform), which is the ability of the platform to hold the desired
operating parameters during a disturbance [15]. This practically means the following: platform under the
influence of disturbances deviations from the reference values and therefore the amount of non-sieved wet earth
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mass (Q*=Q1-Q2) takes some current value Qt* which deviates from the reference value Q*. After cessation of the
effects of the disorder, two characteristic cases are possible:
 I case: If the values of Qt* are reduced oscillatory or asymptotically and approach the reference value Q*, platform can
be managed during disturbances, for such platform it is said to have a STABLE MANAGEABLENESS.
 II case: If the values of Qt* are increased oscillatory or asymptotically and they are increasingly moving away from the
reference value Q*, platform can not be managed during disturbances, for such platform it is said to have an
UNSTABLE MANAGEABLENESS.
Since in our case the same operating parameter (the amount of non-sieved wet earth mass Q*) affects both, the
general stability and the manageablenesst of the platform, for practical reasons, these two related terms will be unified
into a common term – STABILITY OF THE PLATFORM and therefore, the same will be used further in consideration
of the aforementioned problems.
In order to study the stability of technical systems, from all generally accepted test functions it is most appropriate
Dirac s delta  (t)function ie. unit impulse function. When  (t) function is used as a disturbance input function,
the studied system will always be stable if output size of the system, so-called impulse response of the system g(t) tends
to zero when time tends to infinity (t). In this case, impulse response of the system corresponds to the transmissional
function of the system G(p), so the study of the stability of the system can only be reduced to the study of its
transmissional function.
In general, the transfer function can also be displayed as a rational function in the form of a fraction G(p)=M(p)/N(p),
where M(p) and N(p) are polynomials per р of the numerator or the denominator, respectively. When in the complex
plane the poles of the transmissional function are marked with: р1, р2, ... , рn, then the transmissional function can be
written as a sum of several partial fractions:

G ( p) 

M ( p)
A1
A2
An


 ... 
N ( p) p  p1 p  p2
p  pn

(12)

If the inverse Laplace transformation is applied to Equation 12, a response to the disturbance (t) test function is
obtained in the domain of real time variable (t-domain):

y (t )  A1  e p1t  A2  e p 2t  ...  An  e pn t

(13)

А1, А2, ... , Аn – constants determined on the basis of initial conditions of motion by the method of identity and which do
not affect the stability of the system.
Poles of transmissional function G(p): p1, p2, ... , pn are generally complex numbers, so the stability of the studied
system can be concluded only on the basis of the sign (positive / negative) of the real parts of the mentioned poles.
The following is true:
 If in Equation 13 the real parts of the poles p1, p2, ... , pn are negative, with increasing time t decreases the value
of individual partial members in the equation, which means that the value of the response function y(t) decreases and
one in this case tends to zero y(t)0, if t.
 If in Equation 13 the real parts of the poles p1, p2, ... , p n are positive, with increasing time t increased the
value of individual partial members in the equation, and then the value of the response function y(t) is increased
and in this case it moves away from zero and tends to infinity y(t), ако t.
Based on the previous two paragraphs, it is possible to present an important conclusion that represents the general
theory of the stability of mechanical systems:
Movement of any mechanical system will be stable only when the real parts of the poles of transmissional function
G(p): p1, p2, ... , pn less than zero (negative).
In practice this means that the determination of the stability of mechanical system can be reduced only to determining
the position of the poles of the transmissional function G(p) in the plane of complex variable p=c+j.
All possible variants of the positions of the poles of the transmi ssional function G(p) are shown in Figure 9,
while all possible responses with the characteristic behavior of the system are given in Table 2 [13]. Graphic
interpretations of Table 2, i.e. its corresponding characteristic system responses, are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Possible position of the poles of transmissional function G(р) in the plane of complex variable p=c+j.
Table 2. Possible responses with characteristic behavior of the system.
Ordinal number

Pole

Response

1.

-c

Ae - ct

2.

0

А

3.

+c

A e c t

4.

-c  j

Ae - ctsin(t+)

5.

 j

Asin(t+)

6.

c  j

Ae c tsin(t+)

Characteristic of behavior and system state
Damped exponential function;
System STABLE
Constant;
System neutral - STATIC STABLE
Increasing exponential function;
System UNSTABLE
Exponential damped sinusoid;
System STABLE
Sinusoid constant amplitude;
System neutral - CONDITIONAL STABLE
Increasing exponential sinusoid;
System UNSTABLE

Figure 10. Typical system responses for cases listed in Table 2.

6- Reserve of Stability of Oscillatory Transporting Platform during the Sieving of Wet Earth
Mass
In this case, first we have to determine the value of the maximum amplification of the system Mmax() for the case
of resonance, when the external excitation frequency is equal to its own frequency of the system [16]. For this purpose, in
Equation 9 it is necessary to introduce a shift = 0, after which it was obtained [17]:

G( j ) max  M max ( ) 

KP e

 1 K

 TV





(14)

(1  K ) 2  TV2  02

By definition, relative stability, i.e. reserve stability of the system E-P-WP is inversely proportional to the size Mmax()
and the same is:
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RS 

1
M max ( )



(1  K ) 2  TV2  02
KP  e

 1 K

 TV





(15)

If a greater reserve stability of platform RS, insofar there is less possibility that during resonance and at frequencies
that are close to the resonant (  0) that may occur to disruption of the process of separation and sieving of wet earth
mass. In some extreme cases [18, 19], it could happen that platform productivity falls below a minimum allowable
techno-economic criteria, and even to the fact that the work of the platform is fully stopped.

7- Conclusion
The paper presents the results of testing the stability and manageableness of the oscillatory transporting platform
during the sieving of wet earth mass. All relevant results were obtained on the basis of a dynamic analysis of the
mentioned processes, based on the mathematical model given by the Equation 3. On the basis of transmissional function
G(p) it has been found that the studied oscillatory transport platform represents a specific combination which in the
theory of modeling is known under the name aperiodic element of the first order with time delay. Corresponding PNdiagram of this element is shown in Figure 7.
If all the above considerations are applied to our studied system E-P-WP, it can be concluded the following:
 Based on the Equations 5 and 6 and bearing in mind the fact that it is always K  1 (because the case
K =1 is possible mathematically but not physically), it can be concluded that the real part of the pole р of
transmissional function G(p) is always less than zero (it's always negative), so the system E-P-WP is a
STABLE mechanical system.
 Based on Figures 7 and 9, the pole of transmissional function G(p) can be generally written in the form
K 1
p 
 c .
TV
 Based on the Table 2 and Figure 10 it is obvious that this is a case listed under number 1, for which the
imaginary value of the pole of the transmission function G(p) is zero (ј=0) and for which the studied system
E-P-WP is STABLE.
 Polar diagram (Figure 8) shows the dependence of the amount of sieved wet earth mass Q2 (output size)
from different frequencies of oscillation of external disturbing forces (input size). After analyzing the polar
diagram, it is possible to validate the following facts:
* For =0 and =0o  System amplification is the highest and its absolute value is: G(j ) = M()=3,3KP;
* With further increase in the value of  amplification of the system has a tendency of continuous reduction;
* For = and  =-rad= -180o  amplification of the system disappears (it takes the value zero).
 On the basis of the Equation 15 reserve stability of the system E-P-WP is greater if are larger the inertia of
platform (expressed through temporal constant T V) and eigenfrequencies of oscillation of the platform
(0), while simultaneously, amplification factor of the platform (KP) and the delay time of the output signal
relative to the input signal () should have the smallest possible value.
 The results and conclusions obtained by the authors of this paper could be the starting point i.e. the base for
any further similar or new research into the above mentioned issues:
* Our experimental platform has one sieve (mono-grid platform) and it is known that in practice dual-grid
platforms have been implemented. Studying the transportation and separation of wet earth mass on a dualgrid platforms would produce very interesting results, because the working performance (productivity) of
dual-grid platforms is significantly higher than mono-grid platforms. This means that a mathematical model
which describing the operation of dual-grid platforms should consist of a system of two differential equations,
where one equation relates to the first sieve and the second equation relates to the second sieve.
* Our experimental platform is characterized by the harmonic movement of the working body (coulter) for
undermining of the earth, in which the speeds and accelerations change according to sine (cosine) law. Some
authors claim that in the case of non-harmonious movement of the working body, the rate of undermining of
the wet mass can be increased up to 15%. Therefore, an original research is proposed with a platform whose
working body would perform non-harmonic movement, why, in the opinion of the authors of this paper,
is the most suitable platform to have a hydraulic drive instead of a mechanical one.
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* It would be interesting to have a new theoretical modeling in which a nonlinear mathematical model would be
applied instead of a linear one. Nonlinear differential equations impose some completely different criteria for
dynamic analysis and stability testing of the studied system. However, the results thus obtained would be
much more relevant, since most real phenomena and processes in technical systems are closer to nonlinear
than linear behavior.
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